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ABSTRACT

Towards a Decolonial Feminist Aesthetics:
Gender, Race, and Empire in Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee
by
Juwon Jun

Advisor: Dána-Ain Davis

Defining revolutionary struggle as a struggle between fictions, Trinh T. Minh-ha asserts
that art in revolution is a spiritual presence which widens the conception of freedom. Political
struggle is constituted by clashes in differently written and conceived realities—hinged on the
creation and realization of multiple liberatory fictions. Liberation then requires us to attend to
creating new myths and conceptions of freedom which can free us from the current structures of
domination that produce current subjects and realities. If culture is indeed an “essential element in
the history of a people,” mapping decoloniality in cultural and aesthetic fields may be essential to
redefining how to live intellectually, spiritually, emotionally, and existentially. Taking this
statement to heart, this project lives in the fragment of the multiple projects of feminisms, one that
is critically informed by decolonial and revolutionary feminisms and strives to expand beyond
what is previously delineated as politics, art, and feminism framed and written by the West.
Defining a singular point of contact in the overlapping networks and conversations within cultural
politics, women of color feminisms, and artistic production, I write through artist Theresa Hak
Kyung Cha who eschews categorical understandings of genre and aesthetics, while fiercely
critiquing the historical, political, and hegemonic forces that have shaped her and many others’
lives. Following writings by scholars on Dictee and the genealogy of women of color’s writing in
the 1980s onwards, I trace Dictee’s singular vision of how politics and aesthetics mingle and
necessitate each other towards a liberation of senses and bodies.
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Introduction
Searching for the impetus behind my embodied and affective connection to visual culture
leads me to consider how visual and literary means open ways of understanding the self beyond
given constrictions. Coupled with a permanent feeling of displacement, I have sought words and
images that bring me closer to an articulation of this condition—an embodiment of what histories
led me to be here, to speak this language, and to move through a world that is unforgiving to
particular bodies. Constant rearrangements of the self are underscored in the life of diaspora, and
what political commitments one can make amid overturning tides of identity, culture, and politics
remain a central question to this writing. Thought another way, displacement conditions all life and
is as pervasive as it feels singular in its experience. Through this simple observation, I follow
myself in the works of artists and writers who have expanded on the troubled but irrefutable
relationship between culture and politics, against currents of nationalism and state, to bring myself
closer to practice a way of writing, image-making, and being that enables a liberation of the senses.
How can the self be reoriented to consider the role of culture and politics together, critically? How
can I cultivate a practice of living and making that tends to the politics of our time and what it
requires? How do I understand my body, to better attune myself to lost desire, senses, and tongues,
towards liberated movements? Such are questions I hold closely as I move forward in this writing.
Here I tend to the theories of writers and artists, such as Trinh T. Minh-ha and Stuart Hall,
who are not only subjected to but informed by structures of colonialism, imperialism, and gendered
oppressions that shape their political language and aesthetic production. Through the life and work
of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, whose work I will explicitly explore in the later chapters, I identify the
aesthetic methods and subjects employed by Cha to expand upon her critical project of joining
visual and verbal experimentation with a politics of anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism. Further,
1

I follow the work of decolonial theorists such as Walter Mignolo and María Lugones to build upon
a decolonial feminist politics by attending to the colonial pasts that shape how we live and move
through the world today. Such politics demand a rupture of the given language and structures of
identification that confine us to the logics of colonialism, towards other forms of verbalizing,
visualizing, and practicing life. Although culture alone cannot instigate liberation nor reshape
material conditions of living, the ways in which culture shapes and is shaped by politics, especially
contemporary understandings of race, gender, and nationality, directs our attention to the
possibilities between culture and politics, spaces of transformation that may be realized through the
work of culture. The theories of Trinh and Hall that I explore below map out dialogues between
culture and politics to elucidate how gender and race critically function as interlocuters in such
dialogues. This framework of the shifting yet necessary exchanges between culture and politics
further grounds my analysis of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee and Mouth to Mouth in later
chapters.
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha: An Introduction
Born during the Korean War in Busan, Korea, Theresa Hak Kyung Cha immigrated to the
U.S. in 1963 with her family. Educated at UC Berkeley in Comparative Literature and Art, she
went on to pursue Master’s degrees and remained in the Bay Area until she moved to New York
City in 1980. As an artist and writer who was unbounded by disciplines, she traversed film, video,
performance, bookmaking, sound, text, and poetry, working on themes of exile, absence, memory,
tradition, heritage, loss, and cultural-historical displacement. With her studies in French film
theory, conceptual, and performance art, she studied French, English, and Korean, using her
fluency in languages as a central motivation, carrier, and continuous obsession of her work. In
1982, she published Dictee, a book of poetry, found text, and images for Tanam Press in New York
City, just before her death. The brutal rape and murder of Cha marks the premonition of violence
2

undergirding the existence of life in the imperial state; structural violence that cannot be unworn or
undone, as it carries through and wreaks material, physical, and psychic violence to gendered and
racialized bodies. Her work has been said to remain in obscurity until scholarship and newfound
attention generated around it posthumously. Death as such looms in the near distance of Dictee and
Cha’s oeuvre.
Names, Diasporic Identities, and Politics
Before drawing out the dialogue between culture and politics, I first highlight the
contestations and contradictions of navigating such subjects through misleadingly fixed terms of
gender, race, and identity. While naming the position in which this work begins remains critical to
the project of liberation, I examine the contradictions of relying on markers of difference to
expound a politics of liberation. Resultantly, moving forward within and through the uncertainty of
identity and difference informs my reading of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha.
Naming political struggle is unsettled by Trinh T. Minh-ha, as she surveys the risks of
codification. In her introduction to When the Moon Waxes Red: Representation, Gender and
Cultural Politics, she surveys the shifting phases of the moon as a metaphor to how political
revolutions start to take shape and surface. She describes the phases as follows:
With each phase a shift has occurred, a new form is attained, several motions interweave
within a movement. Crescent, quarter, gibbous, full: an old form continues to mutate
between loss and gain, while every growth from and toward voidness invites a different
entry into areas of social dissent and transformation. The new moon, as science duly
demonstrates, cannot be seen at all. 1

1

Trinh T. Minh-ha, When the Moon Waxes Red: Representation, Gender and Cultural Politics (New York: Routledge,
1991), 1.
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According to Trinh, this sequence of becoming matter from void describes not just the phases of
the moon but the transformation that political movements undergo. Politics wax and wane like the
lunar cycle in her metaphoric prescriptions; as movements grow and vanish, they return with
rejuvenation and in new forms, hidden in looming presence until they begin to take shape once
again. Each iteration of liberatory struggle brings forth different shapes and strategies of political
dissent. On the matter of political language and identifications, Trinh maintains that “In the current
situation of overcodification, de-individualized individualism, and reductionist collectivism,
naming critically is to dive headlong into the abyss of un-naming.”2 Perhaps dually a warning and a
relief, the act of naming movements, political ideologies, and subject positions becomes an
undoing of the conditions that give shape to such existence.
Stuart Hall similarly warns us in “Subjects in History: Making Diasporic Identities,” where
he shadows race as a critical discursive logic within cultural production and politics. Hall posits
that there is no safety in terminology, as “Words can always be transcoded against you, identity can
turn against you, race can turn against you, difference can turn against you, diaspora can turn
against you because that is the nature of the discursive.” 3 Leaning too heavily on terms that are
bound to take on fluctuating meanings leaves us in a false bind; the political potentiality assigned
to diaspora quickly becomes reinscribed in closed terms of identity and cultural belonging that
constitutes an outside to which they are measured against. Recalling fluctuations and new
identifications in his own being through blackness (“black as a political category, black as a
culture, black as a sociohistorical fact,” 4) Hall reflects on the unending cycles of change that he

2
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undergoes in his identity. Each redefinition makes his self into something else, transformed and
departed from what was.
Naming oneself, naming terms, and naming politics become threads in the fabric that
unfolds multiple transformations. As I take up the work of Theresa Cha, I adopt Stuart Hall and
Trinh T. Minh-ha’s stretches of diasporic identity and politics to identify how Cha simultaneously
critiqued and afforded a politics of liberation through colonial identity and history. My hope is to
trace ways of inhabiting the body and self that reflect a politics of liberation from confinements of
the nation-state through Cha’s aesthetic and political ruptures. Following this desire, we move
towards new endings and beginnings at once, “from one end of the diaspora to another and [ready
to] move from differently translated worlds, each with its own inflection, places where the law is
almost certainly the law of syncretism, of taking in influences, of translating what has been given,
of disarticulating and rearticulating, of creolization.”5
Intimacy of Culture and Politics
Stuart Hall ruminates on the question of culture in the place of politics, while engaging race
as both a sociohistorical concept and discursive logic. He asks, “What does it mean to take
seriously, in our present conjuncture, the thought that cultural politics and questions of culture, of
discourse, and of metaphor are absolutely deadly political questions?”,6 asserting that questions of
culture, representation, and aesthetics are central to how we must conceptualize the question of
race itself. Culture becomes not superstructural but constitutive of economic and political change,
as:
…it constitutes the terrain for producing identity, for producing the constitution of social
subjects. It is one of the social conditions of existence for setting subjects in place in

5
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historical relations, setting them in place, in position. They are unable to speak, or to act in
one way or another, until they have been positioned by the work that culture does, and in
that way, as subjects they function by taking up the discourses of the present and the past. 7
On the basis of identity which serves as the point of departure and reference to how one speaks and
acts in relation to the world, subjects understand themselves in relation to the past and present
through discursive means. Culture constructs different subjects and their ways of living in relation
to the world. To take up race as a discourse within this framework is to attend to the ways in which
race carries different significations under the signifier of race, as “Not a question of what is true but
what is made to be true.”8
Trinh Minh-ha echoes Hall in how the function of any ideology in power is to represent the
world as positively unified, a singular narrative in which all subjects and worlds may fall under.
“To challenge the regimes of representation that govern a society,” she writes, “is to conceive of
how a politics can transform reality rather than merely ideologize it.” 9 Overturning hegemonic
forms of culture and politics thus cannot merely describe its conditions nor fixate on the
representational surface on which these ideologies reflect itself but devise a politics that aims to
transform reality as it is known through its current narratives. “As the struggle moves onward and
assumes new, different forms,” she continues, “it is bound to recompose subjectivity and praxis
while displacing the way diverse cultural strategies relate to one another in the constitution of
social and political life.”10 Political struggle forms the ground in which cultural politics operates
and takes on new forms. As culture constitutes the field in which subjects and identities are formed,
recalled by Hall, such political struggle is at once cultural and material. Further, Hall claims,

Hall, “Subjects in History,” 331.
Hall, “Subjects in History,” 330.
9
Trinh, When the Moon Waxes Red, 2.
10
Trinh, When the Moon Waxes Red, 2.
7
8
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“Cultural change is constitutive of political change and moral awareness of human
consciousness,”11 assigning cultural change as a necessary factor of political change that enables
wider conceptions of thought and existence.
As culture and politics remain co-constitutive and reflective of each other’s conditions—
producing subjects in formulations of race, gender, and multiple stratifications—struggles in and
through the cultural remains a vital facet of political struggle. Trinh Minh-ha connects political
struggle as not just a seizing of power to secure dominance within the same system of dominance:
To disrupt the existing systems of dominant values and to challenge the very foundation of
a social and cultural order is not merely to destroy a few prejudices or to reverse power
relations within the terms of an economy of the same. Rather, it is to see through the
revolving door of all rationalizations and to meet head on the truth of that struggle between
fictions.12
Defining revolutionary struggle as a struggle between fictions, she asserts that art in revolution is a
spiritual presence which widens the conception of freedom. Political struggle is constituted by
clashes in differently written and conceived realities—hinged on the creation and realization of
multiple liberatory fictions. Liberation then requires us to attend to creating new myths and
conceptions of freedom which can free us from the current structures of domination that produce
current subjects and realities.
Art, in liberatory struggle, functions not as a moralizing or delimiting tool but a function of
unruly possibilities in thinking freedom. “Thus,” Trinh posits, “the issue facing liberation
movements is not that of liquidating art in its not-quite-correct, ungovernable dimension, but that
of confronting the limits of centralized conscious knowledge, hence of demystifying while

11
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politicizing the artistic experience.”13 What cannot be said or written through conscious knowledge
transpires through artistic channels. Particular to this project, attending to the terrain of unknowable
and unconscious knowledges present in Theresa Cha’s Dictee allows for different ways of feeling
and thinking in the world.
Considering not only the multiple discursive functions of race and gender, but also the
multilayered conditions of existence structured by race, gender, class, nationality, and beyond, the
cultural project itself is multifold. Trinh claims, “In the heterogeneity of the feminist struggle and
its plurivocal projects, the impossibility of defining once and for all the condition of being
sexualized as feminine and racialized as colored does not result from a lack of determination, but
rather, from an inescapable awareness of the sterility of the unitary subject and its monolithic
constructs.”14 Taking this statement to heart, this project lives in the fragment of the multiple
projects of feminisms, one that is critically informed by decolonial and revolutionary feminisms
and strives to expand beyond what is previously delineated as politics, art (divorced from political
struggles), and feminism framed and written by the West. Defining a singular point of contact in
the overlapping networks and conversations within cultural politics, women of color feminisms,
and artistic production, I constellate threads between writing, film, and visual language to glean
liberatory possibilities embedded within practices of women of color.
“Non-alignment paradoxically means new alliances,”15 writes Trinh Minh-ha. Refusing to
align with dominant modes of collectivity, as they attempt to capture unruly subjects, I write
through and with artist Theresa Hak Kyung Cha who eschews categorical understandings of genre
and aesthetics, while fiercely critiquing the historical, political, and hegemonic forces that have
shaped her and many others’ lives; such non-alignments in politics and aesthetics attest to the

13
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possibility of new alliances and liberatory forms of expression born from disidentification with
hegemonic forms of belonging. These radical departures from nation-states and its affective
collectivization of peoples, from gendered and racialized modes of subjugation, and disinterested
and depoliticized forms of expression pave the aesthetic traditions of women of color who have
sought liberatory tools of expression for rewriting their lives in political and cultural struggle. Undisciplining and rupturing language and visuality exist in the core of this project as it seeks the
experimental forms of expression that are undertaken by Cha and many others.
From scholars who approach and redefine visuality through other senses, such as Amber
Jamila Musser’s tactility or Tina Campt’s listening to images, to those who seek to rupture the
coloniality of gender and knowledge as it structures our lives within colonial and neocolonial
frameworks, this writing seeks to parse out the intricacies between such overarching forces and the
incomplete yet ensuing project of decolonial feminist aesthetics. This project, however, is not an
attempt to name and thus inscribe closure to what decolonial feminist expressions must look or
sound like; as “The task of inquiring into all divisions of a culture remains exacting, for the
moments when things take on a proper name can only be positional, hence transitional.” 16 Writing
near and through these works, I desire to glean fragmented yet liberatory possibilities in aesthetic
traditions of diasporic women of color; and continue in the language that such women have
created.
With increasing validity and expansion of theorizing racial and sexual otherness in cultural
criticism, Trinh speaks of the difficulty of sufficiently responding to theoretical discussions of
otherness and marginality while taking on the role of the “Real Other” who speaks the truth on
behalf of otherness. Once a site of imposition is now reappropriated as a site of theoretical struggle

16
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between named others and the intellectual master; however, she maintains that the fight is always
multiple, and that allowing the Other an aura is misleading. The postcolonial other “cannot speak
and participate in the production of theories of resistance without bearing the reminder that she is
among those who have been provided the opportunity to speak her condition,” permanently
sheltered within the regime of visibility deployed by the West to conserve its position as the
authoritative producer of knowledge. Trinh instead calls for a dialectical relation between
acceptance and refusal of being other, refusal to being fixed as the anti-West. In continually
building and unbuilding up to ‘no total,’ she prescribes “to listen, to see like a stranger in one’s
own land; to fare like a foreigner across one’s own language,” in the ceaseless work of
dispossession and possession of herself. Such work of continually unsettling the fixedness of
culture and the self-in-relation informs my approach to concepts of otherness and selfhood, as these
terms begin to fall apart in the language of Cha.
In what follows, I trace the brief but fiercely present world of aesthetics from Theresa Hak
Kyung Cha’s oeuvre, whose work introspectively and politically contends with empire and
colonialism; race; language; and embodiment. Through anti-colonial and decolonial practices of
selfhood, aesthetics, artmaking, and subjectivity, she utilizes languages and aesthetics of
fragmentation, silence as presence/absence as presence, bodily incisions, anatomical processes as
colonial and decolonial modes of being and knowledge production. Each example reveals how
closely we sit with death, how intimately we dance towards liberation, and how inextricably wound
up the two are by other means. Cha knows, imitates, replicates, and practices death intimately by
her linguistic and artistic productions.
In the global context of race and aesthetics, where logics of race have traveled with the
depths of colonialism, imperialism, and neocolonialism, and where the global art market and
discursive worlds surrounding aesthetic practices have exploited the same conditions that frame our
10

material world, this project asks how to reconceptualize culture towards liberatory possibilities;
how women of color contend with these forces in their work; and how silence, trauma, and other
psychosomatic symptoms figure in the discursive and aesthetic strategies employed. Engaging with
bodies, movement, and flesh disputes and disidentifies with the privileging of mind and split from
the body, while uncovering knowledges from embodiment and somatic practices. Tracing and
undoing how gender has been framed by coloniality, this project detects decolonial modes of selfidentification, making un-subject, and feminist interventions in the face of forces that frame and
inform our understanding of ourselves. I take on the “decolonial” from Walter Mignolo and
Catherine Walsh’s conception of decoloniality as constituted by translocal struggles, movements,
and actions in the Americas to refuse legacies and ongoing relations of oppression and power
established by colonialism. Walsh writes, “Decoloniality denotes ways of thinking, knowing,
being, and doing that began with, but also precede, the colonial enterprise and invasion,” 17
prioritizing the undoing hierarchical structures of race, gender, class, and sexuality that govern
lives, knowledge, spirituality, and thought, fundamental to and constitutive of global capitalism and
Western modernity. Departing from the language and structures of thought as framed by Western
modernity, decoloniality instead seeks to “make visible, open up, and advance radically distinct
perspectives and positionalities that displace Western rationality as the only framework and
possibility of existence, analysis, and thought.”18 Written through the impossible framework of
decoloniality, this inquiry stems from a practice of living in fragmentation and dissonance with this
world. I write for the elusive possibility of an aesthetics that denotes a liberation of all senses and

Catherine E. Walsh, “The Decolonial For: Resurgences, Shifts, and Movements,” in On Decoloniality: Concepts,
Analytics, Praxis, ed. Walter D. Mignolo and Catherine E. Walsh (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2018),
17.
18
Walsh, “The Decolonial For,” 17.
17
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being in the face of ensuing colonialism, neocolonialism, and imperialism, something that I will
temporarily term as a decolonial feminist aesthetics in the continuing pages.

12

Writing Woman: Annotations on Race, Gender, and Nationality
Arrest the machine that purports to employ democracy but rather causes the successive refraction
of her none other than her own. Suffice Melpomene, to exorcize from this mouth the name the
words the memory of severance through this act by this very act to utter one, Her once, Her to utter
at once, She without the separate act of uttering.
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, Dictee
In the advent of Third World feminisms, Asian American cultural politics, and anti-colonial
struggles, the relationship between writing and women of color arose as a political site of protest
and writing the self. Western feminist hegemony is met with women of color’s voices to speak and
write themselves out of its traps. Curiously eliding notions of identification solely predicated on
nationality, race, or gender, Dictee, a cross-genre autobiographical text written by Korean diasporic
artist Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, emerges from a singular place of an exile, caught between multiple
folds of oppression and history. From her matrilineal legacy of Japanese colonialism, inter-Korean
conflict, and ultimately U.S. empire, Cha deliberately attends to her history of colonized tongues,
migrating bodies, and war through an experimentation in language and aesthetics.
Dictee speaks in multiple tongues, forms, and languages to locate and interrogate
biographical, historical, political, and aesthetic constructions of nationhood, womanhood, and
identity. Cha interweaves her immigration history, scanned family photographs, archival materials,
Greek mythology, modern Korean history, film theory, her mother Hyung Soon Huo’s journals,
Korean revolutionary Yu Gwan Soon, and other anti-colonial revolutionaries to explore notions of
exile, feminist subjectivity, and the self through deconstructing multiple languages and literary
forms. Korean, French, English, and Latin are used strategically and often side by side on the
pages. Further, Dictee refuses to be classified into a singular political project or literary
intervention. At once, the book morphs into an art object, a dialogue on French film theory, an
autobiographical archive, and anti-colonial, anti-imperial testimony in which the diasporic Korean
feminist subject forms. Following writings by scholars on Dictee and the genealogy of women of
13

color’s writing in the 1980s onwards, I trace Dictee’s singular vision of how politics and aesthetics
mingle and necessitate each other towards a liberation of senses and bodies. Against an
essentialization of identity or cleaving of form from matter, the text refuses to forgo aesthetic
experimentation in lieu of political urgency nor does it lay shy of its historical hauntings that
inform its conception. Instead, Dictee demonstrates how a practice of embodiment in writing and
reckoning of collective trauma pave new grounds from which multiple subjects are to be risen.
Now, decades after much recuperation and attention given to Cha’s oeuvre, revisiting
unfinished projects in Cha’s vision becomes imperative to re-envisioning some of her aesthetic and
political experimentations underlying Dictee and her larger body of work. More than a matter of
representation, her work gives way to understand aesthetics and politics as entangled and
conducive to how subjects can be constructed towards seeking liberatory possibilities. Thinking
through Cha’s ghost—to cite Grace Cho’s use of the ghost as a “phenomenon that reveals how the
past is in the present”19—I explore the aesthetic and political legacies she has left in my own body
and senses through the text of Dictee. The ghost of Cha tells us about the ongoing intersections of
violence that construct subject positions of women of color in the settler-colonial imperial state—
violence constituted by material, psychological, somatic, and existential harm, motioning towards
death. Her relative obscurity in her short career and the consequent academic and artistic attention
given to her oeuvre after her passing may speak to how racialized bodies are sensationalized
through the spectacularized aftermath of death, how conditions of empire do not secure survival,
how aesthetic and cultural interventions by women of color may not have been afforded their own
spaces, genealogies, and histories. Drawing from the warnings of Trinh T. Minh-ha and Stuart Hall
on the drawbacks of codifying difference into fixed locations, I remain in the contested site of
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unwritten histories that evade capture and singularization. Rather than an attempt to write thus
officiate an aesthetics hinged on the injury of women of color, I ask how aesthetics and culture may
be folds in a politics towards liberation from the imperial state. What fictions does Dictee bring in
the project of liberation? What cultural politics does it invoke to produce newly politicized
identities? What language? To recall Stuart Hall’s observation that culture constitutes the grounds
for which identities are formed and articulated, the cultural politics that Dictee rearticulates through
its aesthetic choices attests to the political ambitions of Theresa Cha and her project of anticolonialism.
Writing Woman
Feminist scholar and filmmaker Trinh T. Minh-ha raises the issue of the act of writing in
her foundational text Woman, Native, Other. As Trinh contemplates the category of “writer” in
relation to gender and race that are often weighed against, occluded, hyperbolized, or dismissed in
the identity of the writer, she locates writing as a practice of negotiating subjectivity and history,
enabling new sites of knowledge and subject production. Contending with the threat of being
subsumed into the white and patriarchal norms of language and knowledge production, Trinh takes
up the question of material and identity in relation to women’s creative work. She accuses the
literary establishment of imputing race or sex to the creative act as a method of discrediting and
degrading women of color writers,20 and asks how one can choose between terms of identity:
“between writer of color? Woman writer? Woman of color? Which comes first, where does she
place her loyalties?”21
The problem of disjointed identities between being a woman of color and writer is further
taken up by Elaine H. Kim and Norma Alarcon in Writing Self, Writing Nation, a collection of

20
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essays on Dictee by feminist scholars. Kim and Alarcon, responding to the lack of theorizations on
the multiple subject formations and political terrain in Cha’s writing, curate a collection of essays
in which Dictee is taken up through Asian Americanist and feminist theorization. They place the
text in the reparative, reclaiming position within the absence of women’s writing in modern Korean
history as shaped by colonial and imperial powers. The inherent necessity of writing for survival
features prominently both in Trinh’s own writings and Cha’s politically driven aesthetic project of
writing in her own language. Elucidating the erasure of herself in the act of writing that diasporic
Asian women writers struggle with, Trinh confesses, “S/he must undergo a series of rituals, be
baptized and ordained. S/he must submit her writings to the law laid down by the corporation of
literary/literacy victims and be prepared to accept their verdict.” 22 To adopt the identity of a writer,
conditions of institutionalization, professionalization, publication, and legibility to the hegemonic
framework of language and literature stand as violent barriers to the writer subject. By critiquing
Western modernity’s incessant gatekeeping practices, Trinh criticizes the inflexibility and inherent
violence that the literary disciplining presents. As Cha’s text both resists and embraces its
subjectivities through aesthetic experimentation, it testifies to the inherent difficulty and possibility
of the literary tradition and the expansion of its boundaries.
Impossibilities of Identification
Historically situated in the context of Japanese colonialism, U.S. imperialism, immigration,
and Korea’s traumatic era of political repression and military dictatorship, Dictee sutures and
mangles familial and national archives, immigration and national history, letters to Cha’s mother,
descriptions of political revolutions, and choreography scripts through a poetics of fragmentation.
Words are cut and re-purposed by sound and syllable, as if she is encountering English for the first
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time. Sentences stop and start at their own whim, often defying the very formal conventions of
what makes a sentence complete. Interspersed with French, Korean, and Hanzi, as well as images
of her mother, scanned photographs of independence movements in Korea, and illustrated deities
from Greek mythologies, Dictee presents a fragmentary collage that makes up Cha’s own
subjectivities as hailed and informed by these dispersed subjects and histories. She deliberately
breaks with grammar and syntax, as to perhaps unsettle the language that threatens to discipline her
into its logics; and invents an amalgamation of word and image to attend to the dissonant yet
mutually constituted worlds she inhabits. She is neither other nor whole in the multiple worlds of
empire and colony; only realized and inhabited through the multiple formations of language,
history, and embodiment, she is herself only through the invention of her own words and images.
Cha devises her own language through the contextualization of her positionality as a displaced and
colonized woman who speaks and breaks with the imperial tongue at once.
While Cha contends with the brutality of colonization and colonialism in modern Korean
history, she maintains a careful distance from its consuming identifications:
From A Far
What nationality
or what kindred and relation
what blood relation
what blood ties of blood
what ancestry
what race generation
what house clan tribe stock strain
what lineage extraction
what breed sect gender denomination caste
17

what stray ejection misplaced 23
Troubling the fixed signifiers of nationality, ethnicity, race, and gender, Cha springs from such
positions as necessary and critical to how she speaks in relation to the world; yet questions their
rigidities in how they may bind her existence. Without collapsing the critical differences between
these signifiers, such terms may be revealed in how they function and shapeshift to carry different
meanings and ideological work. Specifically, regarding the signification of race, scholar and
literary critic Hortense Spillers asks:
What is this thing called ‘race’? Our deadliest abstraction? Our most nonmaterial actuality?
Not fact, but our deadliest fiction that gives the lie to doubt about ghosts? In a word, ‘race’
haunts the air where women and men in social organization are most reasonable. 24
‘Race’ as a socially organizing principle therefore remains veiled in its “deadliest abstraction”
while structuring material foundations and consequences. While race speaks through multiple
intersecting discourses and axes of relations that collapse the illusory split between public and
private, as Spillers notes, it also travels, moving from one position to another, carrying ideologies
and histories as they accumulate under the banner of the term. 25 As a consequence, race alone bears
no inherent meaning—hence the possibility of Cha’s interrogation of the collection of signifiers as
arbitrary and impossible to locate—but is reified through the accumulation of its power and
meanings. Most importantly, Spillers reminds us that race is not simply a metaphor but the
“outcome of a politics,”26 illuminating the ways in which race assigns difference to situate social
subjects on the axes of power, violence, and vulnerability. For an outcome to exist, political
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struggle remains at the core of its functions, definitions, and signification—that there is intention
(of power, control, and capital) in the seemingly arbitrary meanings that race may have come to
bear. She maintains that the “social mechanism at work here is difference in, and as, hierarchy,27
revealing the struggle and maintenance of power at the core of race as signifier.
Noting how terms come to be identified and understood as something other and larger than
the terms themselves, the excerpt of Cha’s text reveals a fundamental questioning of the rigidity
and totality of such terms. Premature as this excerpt may feel to the project of anti-colonial and
decolonial thinking, it reveals her refusal to settle too easily into what produces her subject position
and body. It must not be lost that race, gender, ethnicity, and nationality—entangled yet differently
pliable—come to constitute a political reality, but Cha’s examination stems from this
understanding that her position is necessarily and unmistakably marked by these signifiers.
Through these markers comes the particular voice she puts forth and the political struggle she
undertakes in her writing, yet Cha maintains the questioning of the fixedness of such terms as they
come to inhibit her sense of self. Such foundation also begs the question: where, from what
distance, does Cha’s narrator speak from? ‘She’ is at once removed and heavily implicated in
signifiers of race, nationality, ethnicity, and gender; affordance of another space, another self is
necessary for her to re-emerge unconsumed by their totalizing grip. “From A Far,” signifiers
become distant abstractions that shed meaning. Is her body present ‘from a far’? What constitutes
her from afar? Does power cease to take meaning? Does meaning cease to take shape?
In “Tertium Quid,”28 neither misplaced nostalgia nor assimilation into the empire takes
effect. Alternatively, ‘she’ carves out another space in which both anti-imperial politics and
aesthetic experimentations exist at once, together, to constitute a political existence:
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She makes complete her duration. As others have made complete theirs: rendered incessant,
obsessive myth, rendered immortal their acts without the leisure to examine whether the
parts false the parts real according to History’s revision.
Truth embraces with it all other abstentions other than itself. Outside Time. Outside Space.
Parallels other durations, oblivious to the deliberate brilliance of its own time, mortal,
deliberate marking. Oblivious to itself. But to sing. To sing to. Very softly. 29
Cha’s first paragraph extends from the questioning of fixed signifiers, as ‘she’ faithfully completes
her act as designated and framed by their terms without the space to consider their constructions, to
refuse their hails. Breaking with this framework through another indentation, she writes the next
paragraph through another voice. Here, grammar breaks logic and gives way to a third space,
outside linear time and cognizable space. This voice speaks a ‘truth’ that renders signifiers and its
implications null, embracing their arbitrariness outside of itself. Swallowing signifiers whole and
reflecting them back in their contradictions, this ‘truth’ remains unknown to itself—herself—only
to be glanced through a song, touched through the vibration of the singing voice. Softly the voice
hums the unknown to nothing or no one in particular—an open invitation.
It is important to note that this excerpt is followed by a historical outline of the colonization
of Korea; ‘she’ calls the name of Ahn Joong Kun and Yu Gwan Soon, two anti-colonial figures
who were symbolized by their acts of sacrifice and insurgence against colonial forces. As fiercely
as Cha writes from an anti-colonial position against what has forced her into exile, she allows space
for which its contradictions and limitations arise. This consideration posits approaching Cha’s text
not just as a text of self-reclamation, nor a literary work that disavows its political reality, but a
deliberate act of constellating seemingly incoherent realities, images, bodies, voices, and histories.
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Intonations of the speaking and singing voices of Dictee thus attend to the multiple aesthetic and
political projects undertaken by Cha, to allow for contradictions and aspirations to surface through
the beauty of a discordant song.
To parse out the ‘she’ from the ‘others,’ a singular voice from the cacophonous melody, I
turn to Spillers once more. In Hortense Spillers’ suturing of psychoanalysis and race as discursive
subjects, she posits that individuals, families, and societies, by definition, are particles in constant
agitation and bombardment across and within races. Before the individual, emptied of overtones of
property ownership and access in its liberal schema, stands ‘the one,’ who is “both a position in
discourse—the spoken subject of énoncé that figures a grammatical instance and a consciousness
of positionality—the speaking subject of the énonciation, the one in the act of speaking as
consciousness of position.”30 While the individual is mapped onto their world through social and
discursive practices, ‘the one’ comes to realize her subject position through the very act of
enunciation. Spillers continues, “This one is not only a psychic model of layered histories of a
multiform past; he/she is the only riskable certainty or grant of a social fiction, insofar as the point
mimics the place where the speaker/speaking is constituted.” 31 Therefore, through the act of
speaking is her place clarified and constituted, an ephemera eternally fixed to her position as long
as she continues to speak. Her speech enables her position from which she makes herself anew.
Cha’s speaker thus performs the “psychic model of layered histories of a multiform past”
through her reverberation of the traumatic colonial past, while re-constituting her position in the
third space through incessant speech. A particular self-fashioning occurs in this process, as Spillers
notes how the “‘I’ grants its validity in assuming the social for itself, and not unlike the other,
whose gaze floods what it grasps and summons the attention at the same time, the ‘one’ is both
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conceded and not-oneself; it is not to be doubted, as its sureness is tentative”;32 hence, the ‘I’
eludes dissolution through arrested and continuous appropriation of herself, assuming the gaze of
others as fundamental to herself. Cha’s speaker embraces such strategy as a part of herself in
speaking herself into being while evading capture or fixation. She is only grasped through her
speech which she chooses to enunciate at her own discretion.
To return to the elusive definition of ‘the one,’ Spillers contends that she is a structure: “the
small integrity of the now that accumulates the tense of the presents as proofs of the past, and as
experience that would warrant, might earn, the future.”33 Existing as proofs of the past, multiplied
voices in Dictee are embodied in Cha’s speaker as she speaks history and memory into the present.
Cha returns to the question of what holds her to such hauntings:
Why resurrect it all now. From the Past. History, the old wound. The past emotions all over
again. To confess to relive the same folly. To name it now so as not to repeat history in
oblivion. To extract each fragment by each fragment from the word from the image another
word another image the reply that will not repeat history in oblivion. 34
In the act of recalling past wounds “all over again,” dormant affects and memories are performed
once more into the present. Fragmentation and extraction in writing becomes a method in which
trauma and history are dissected into their formulaic and formal particles—aestheticized as to be
un/digested and thus unrepeatable. Each fragment becomes “another word another image” that
refuses to reproduce its whole, as the fragment itself replaces the whole, as “the remnant is the
whole.”35 Manipulation of language through retrieving lost histories of women and anti-colonial
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struggle reveals the possibility of forms—marred, worn, and severed—as redemptive and inventive
to the past and future.
Cha’s aesthetic intervention here serves as a critical transition from the past into the present,
gesturing towards another future that Spillers alludes to; however, withholding easy identification
and hope for the imminent, Cha declares, “There is no future, only the onslaught of time.
Unaccountable, vacuous, amorphous time, towards which she is expected to move.” 36 Time that is
immaterial and forward-charging forces ‘her’ into ongoing linear progression towards nothing.
Future becomes an unattainable end as living in time becomes punishment. Cha instead searches
for survival in the act of writing: “She says to herself if she were able to write she could continue to
live… To herself if by writing she could abolish real time.”37 Writing thus becomes an act of
securing one’s survival, as “s/he who writes, writes. In uncertainty, in necessity.” 38 Linear time,
which demands to forget the past and persistently move forward, is circumvented through the
necessitated act of writing oneself into existence. Re-writing the past through her own words, she
reinvents herself in the histories she refuses to forget.
Writing herself into re-existence, Cha contends with the possibility of another form of
redemption separate from the linearity of time. Recounting her memory of a scene saturated with
“white chrysanthemums white scents against white sheets to bleed upon,” 39 she pictures something
familiar to birth and death: “Like birth like death. Unlike birth, unlike death, this redeemed through
a future and a past through own memory and presumes a separate conclusion.” 40 Close to birth and
death yet wholly other, her narrative—retrieved through herself—demands something other than
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what time can give. Through memory she produces another conclusion that history has not yet
granted:
She follows no progression in particular of the narrative but submits only to the
timelessness created in her body. (Ancient. Refusing banishment. Refusing to die, the
already faded image. Its decay and dismemberment rendering more provocative the
absence.) She remains for the effect induced in her, fulfilled in the losing of herself
repeatedly to memory and simultaneously its opposition, the arrestation of memory in
oblivion. (regardless. Over and over. Again. For the time. For the time being.) 41
Refusing submission to the progressive erasure of trauma, separation, and exile, as mandated by
linear history, Cha answers only to what her body creates. The “timelessness” engendered in her
body gives way to a persistent existence through a refusal of death and exile. Such rebellion is
fundamentally felt and embodied within herself, as the memory image induced in her body both
sustains her fixation to marred memory and propels her to re-live and re-write living memory. This
memory, foreclosed in the embodiment of trauma as uncertainty shrouds its entirety, adapts to her
speaking and writing. In this embodied act of re-writing, she continuously re-writes herself into
existence until time ceases to matter.
Published in MELUS in 1998, Anne Anlin Cheng’s article “Memory and AntiDocumentary Desire in Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee” acknowledges the rapid critical
currency that Dictee is gathering. With ethnic autobiographical evidence, the text resolutely falls
within and outside fields of Asian America, feminist, film, and post-colonial studies. As Cha’s
autobiography as “resurrection” points to the larger project of exhumation surrounding her life,
Cheng asks, “But what does it mean to read this increasingly prominent text as a ‘multicultural,
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feminist, post-colonial and ethnic memoir’ when its process of recollection continually stalls and
refuses identification even on the simplest level?” 42 To note that coloniality continues to frame our
understanding of self and the world, then, is to ask what Dictee does beyond its post-colonial
categorization. From Walter Mignolo’s definition of decoloniality as an “undisciplinary stance in
the ideographic field of knowing and understanding,”43 Cha’s experimentation of cutting up
language and memory into fragments that precede and exceed history’s grasp follows the
undisciplined manners of decolonial thinking and being. Dictee’s refusal to be enclosed within
disciplinary boundaries or classification brings forth the possibility of an undisciplined aesthetics
that is fundamentally driven by its political context.
By rejecting an essentialized aesthetics of writing and what it means to be a writer, Theresa
Hak Kyung Cha expands upon the writing subject through embodied explorations of identity,
dream, and memory, coupled with an intensive engagement with history and politics. Lisa Lowe
further develops the notion of Dictee’s discontinuity, fragmentation, and “episodic unfluency,”
arguing that the text attests to such irresolution, and its aesthetics of infidelity not only prompts the
revelation of differences beneath the claim to verisimilitude, but in disturbing the function of
representation as reconciliation, it returns us, as readers, to the material contradictions of lived
political life.44 Embracing and illuminating the contradictory compromises of the political subject,
Dictee thus reveals another emergent Korean feminist subject within its aesthetic and political
experimentation of language and identity. Dictee further clues us into an aesthetics of dissent and
anti-discipline that may free us from the bounds of language, grammar, and history.
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Through Wounded Tongues: Traumatic Embodiment in Dictee
The pleasure of the text is that moment when my body pursues its own ideas—for my body
does not have the same ideas I do.
Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text

Articulating trauma through language and embodiment, Grace Cho writes that trauma is an
“experience that is folded into the body but never quite reaches cognition.” 45 Trauma, embedded
within the body, becomes the undercurrent through which writing and subjectivity are informed
simultaneously. Her project of writing through the ghost of the yanggongju—a sardonic term that
names sex workers in the ongoing US military occupation in Korea—allows for “unconscious
experience [to fold] into the body to then fold back into the world, thus creating affective circuits
between bodies.”46 Such “affective circuits” enable traumas, desires, and memories to resurface
through collectively emergent bodies, preparing the ground for which a politics hinged on the
liberation and redemption of such traumas may arise. This project rests on creating affective
circuits between the bodies of Cha, Cha’s women in Dictee, into myself, towards others.
Lisa Lowe in Orientations: Mapping Studies in the Asian Diaspora outlines the timeline of
Asian American and diasporic Asian communities that traverse the United States and larger context
of the world as follows: from a post-Fordist restructuring of global capitalism, the combination of
mixed global production and flexible accumulation enabled both the exploitation of Asian workers
in Asia and the US. Since the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1964, the Asian American
population changes demographically, as US colonial and neocolonial rule in Asian states pushes
new Asian American communities to immigrate to America. Following waves of immigration, the
concept of citizenship and civil rights fails to guarantee equality of opportunity and resources to
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poor, racialized, and gendered communities in the US, demonstrating the explicitly orientalizing
mechanisms at work within American ideology. Within institutions and discourses that represent
Asian immigrants as immutably foreign to the nation, Lowe demonstrates that such history not only
constructs white national identity but also is constitutive of the history of black racial formation in
the US. In response, Lowe pushes to supplement the notion of racial formation within one nationstate with the understanding of multiple contexts of colonialism and its extensions of neocolonial
capitalism.
Suggesting “a shared language about exploitation within transnational capitalism, a
language about economic and social justice rather than cultural or nationalist identity,” 47 Lowe
shifts the discursive fixation of identity and belonging to the common threads of oppression in the
contemporary economic and political order. A framework of transnational capitalism enables the
theoretical and political linkage between diasporic movements of Asian labor and capital with
imperial violence in the “homeland.” Kandice Chuh in “Imaginary Borders” similarly confronts the
cultural and material imperialism of the United States, proposing a transnationalism that “refutes
any notions of a natural and wholly bounded identity while simultaneously iterating the historic
and material power of the nation-state.”48 Refusing a natural and wholly bounded identity beckons
another kind of formulation of identity and self, one that is—by Stuart Hall’s formulation—a
production “which is never complete, always in process, and always constituted within, not outside,
representation.”49 The purported authenticity of identity is instead replaced with a constant
negotiation of the borders of self, rendering identity as fragmentary and continuously incomplete.
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Lisa Lowe points to Cha’s own ambivalence to Korean nationalism as a continuity of
colonialism to the extent that it either constructs a relation between the subject and the “original”
body of the nation. Nationalism, as it forms a linear narrative of progress that demands subjects to
be assimilated into the nation’s abstract universality, is written as contingent to a colonialist logic.
If a coherent national identity thus cannot be formed, Cha’s text effectively mobilizes this
impossibility, “not as an ‘either/or’ but rather a ‘both/and’ text that blurs the distinctions between a
specific collectivity and the individual self.”50 Chuh continues this thread of transnationalist
thinking by unsettling notions of national identity as a stable concept. She writes:
Transnationalism in this sense is a critical methodology that mediates interpretation,
counseling deliberate disruption of normative understandings of nationhood and social
subjectivity, and that insists on recognizing the ideologies conditioning national identity
formation.51
Through a transnational understanding of how nationhood and subjectivity are constructed in
accordance with ideologies that are contemporarily present, the framework of national and cultural
identity is further disjointed from its illusory solidity. Instead, identity is reconstructed as a site in
which one may interrogate its assumptions and ties to national and cultural boundaries while
reifying its potential for political mobilization. Cha’s aesthetic strategies of fragmentation, then,
attests to the methodology of transnationalism that continuously questions social subjectivity and
identity formation within and through nation-states.
Against the geopolitical currents of U.S. imperialism, Japanese colonialism, and
neocolonial military occupation that govern modern Korea, Dictee mourns the traumatic loss of its
nation while maintaining the intimate, ongoing transformation of subjectivity that is intrinsic to the
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site and contestation of identity. While the enemy and the relationship “becomes abstract” 52 in the
narrator’s words, she allows for herself to become filled and occupied by ‘others’:
She allows others. In place of her. Admits others to make full. Make swarm. All barren
cavities to make swollen. The others each occupying her. Tumorous layers, expel all
excesses until in all cavities she is flesh.53
In this contemplation between the material and epistemic violence of colonialism and war—which
threatens to undo her very being—and the entanglements with ‘others,’ Cha opens up a subjectivity
that elides easy collapse into national belonging or assimilation. As the ‘others’ may figure as
ghosts of modern Korea’s recent traumatic history or anonymous speakers of the English language
that threads ‘her’ into the “thick motion in the weight of their utterance,’” 54 ‘she’ herself becomes a
site of constant fluctuation and negotiation of space itself. Through ‘others’ that fill her until she is
flesh, she becomes herself through an embodiment of others, carried through writing that renders
her anew. ‘Others’ do not figure as an unknowable presence that threatens to undo her being but
enables her existence through a full embodiment of herself. Until ‘she’ is informed by the presence
of others, she remains a structure of cavities to be occupied. Grace Cho employs a psychoanalytic
study of trauma to “infuse intelligibility into that which is normally unspoken or unspeakable and,
in so doing, open up the creative possibilities of trauma,” one that produces “‘countermemory,’
disruptions, articulations, visibilities, assemblages, and new configurations of kinship.” 55 To
understand the infusion of multiple voices in Cha’s writing is to bring presence to the unspeakable
memories and histories—as embodied by ‘others’—shrouded in trauma, thus re-writing and
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articulating different aesthetic and political projects against the tide of national narratives and depoliticized art-making.
In Hyo K. Kim’s article “Embodying the In-Between: Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee,”
he complicates Elaine Kim’s positioning of Cha’s text as the operations of Korean American
identity. Elaine Kim’s insistence on the operations of the specificity of Cha’s Korean American
identity — at odds with the social remains largely unanswered—is problematized by the
unidentified position of the speaker. As Cha and her narrator(s) in the book are not to be collapsed,
Kim instead recasts the tension of this paradox with “how the text experiments with the connection
between body and language.”56 Through a careful reading that attends to the sources of
embodiment in Cha’s writing, “how social identity embodies and is embodied by culture,” Kim
outlines how Cha’s text “theorizes the self as constitutively entangled in and by the social.”57 The
self as embodying and embodied by the social beckons an understanding that cultural identity is a
site of perpetual ‘becoming,’ informed and positioned by its sociopolitical context.
Stuart Hall in “Cultural Identity and Diaspora” problematizes the stability and authenticity
of the term “identity” and outlines two interlocking ways of thinking through cultural identity. His
first definition concerns identity in terms of a shared culture, a collective self that shares history
and ancestry, providing people with “stable, unchanging and continuous frames of reference and
meaning, beneath the shifting divisions and vicissitudes of our actual history.”58 Against the tide of
uncertainty which fundamentally structures all historical narratives, cultural identity in this respect
enables a foundation of reference and meaning for those who are lost or severed from their culture,
land, or communities, exemplary in postcolonial societies where people have been dispersed and
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fragmented due to the onslaught of colonialism. Hall continues that the act of imaginative
rediscovery for identities and representation by diasporic artists restore an imaginary coherence on
the narrative of dispersal and fragmentation, “which is the history of all enforced diasporas.” 59 As
resources of resistance to confront the traumatic and pathological ways in which the West has
constructed images and narratives of the rest of the world.
Hall’s second definition of cultural identity recognizes the critical difference between a
cohesive sense of collective identity and the ruptures and discontinuities that shape a disparate
body of people. He writes that cultural identity becomes a “matter of ‘becoming as well as of
‘being.”60 Constituted by courses of history and unknowable futures, cultural identity is at once
necessarily a coherent illusion and a site of ongoing transformation. Hall explains:
Far from being eternally fixed in some essentialised past, they are subject to the continuous
‘play’ of history, culture and power. Far from being grounded in a mere ‘recovery’ of the
past, which is waiting to be found, and which, when found, will secure our sense of
ourselves into eternity, identities are the names we give to the different ways we are
positioned by, and position ourselves within, the narratives of the past. 61
Identity is thus, perhaps, a necessary yet insufficient placeholder for the ineffable qualities and
transformations that happen within and between us and the world. As ‘we’ are positioned by
different narratives of the past and structures of the present, terms of identity provide us with
positions on the interlocked web of relations that govern our beings. If identity is fundamentally
subject to constant play and experimentation of not only history but our own negotiations within
the positions given, it becomes a site in which certain reconstructions are possible in relation to
dominant narratives of the past and present. Hall thus concludes that identity “belongs to the future
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as much as to the past,”62 gesturing towards the unknowable malleability that the terrain of identity
possesses. In as much as identity remains a contested site of political and cultural struggle, a
strategic use of its malleability grants us methods of re-writing and reconstructing the self towards
liberatory possibilities.
At the advent of traumatic ruptures that disperse and disintegrate people across time and
space, such events fundamentally redefine and restructure cultural identity as not a fixed essence
but a constant site of upheaval. Hall posits that the past continues to speak to us but “no longer
addresses us as a simple, factual ‘past,’ since our relation to it, like the child’s relation to the
mother, is always-already ‘after the break.’”63 Always-already constructed through imperfect
memory, narrative, and myth, the past comes as a fantasy through which the self is re-made. Hyo
Kim further expands upon the effect of traumatic transformation, writing that the “traumatic loss of
and failed attempt to re-establish alignment to language, culture, and identity that help to usher in
the relational vision of the ‘I.’”64 This relational vision of the ‘I’ arises as central to the voices of
Dictee, as necessitated by the loss that occurs in the ruptures of existence and history.
Displacement from the homeland and colonial encounters usher in alternate visions of the
self, always contingent and relational to history and culture. To reiterate identity as “not an essence
but a positioning” is to recognize the intrinsically political nature of identity as a social position,
eschewing unproblematic and transcendental myths of origin. 65 Formed between the dialogic
relationship between difference and rupture, identity therefore responds to and is made by constant
disruptions of its surrounding context. Stuart Hall emphasizes the factor of difference which
constitutes cultural identities alongside continuity. Difference as already inscribed in our cultural
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identities attests to the ever-fluctuating understanding of ourselves, as meaning continues to
encompass and undo conditions of the self. Hyo Kim description of the hyphen that cleaves Korean
and American as not a site of contamination but a scene of embodiment “wherein and through
which the ‘I’ become constitutively open and made vulnerable to his or her individual and
collective Others.”66 His notion of collective others brings forth the possibility of new alliances
between those subjected to fragmentation and severances of relations, belonging, as the ‘I’
becomes intrinsically relational to the difference within and around herself.
Attending to the presence of embodiment in Dictee, Kim paves another mode of reading the
text while attending to its political nature of subjectivity and positioning––how Cha speaks from
which she is placed and resides (not just geographically but socially and psychically). Kim argues
that Dictee’s poetics disrupt binarisms of language, body, and memory by “embodying the relation
between language, culture, and self,”67 recasting language, culture, and identity as fundamentally
embodied processes. Here, Cha’s writing is read through the origin of her body, as she locates the
tongue, mouth, and throat as the origins of speech and language. Circumventing the structures of
grammar and logic, Kim posits that embodied writing “touches upon what is barely sensible or,
more precisely, what is not readily accessible to thought.” 68 As Cha’s writing and diasporic
memories are structured by trauma which evades cognition, such trauma is released through
attending to the body’s needs and memories. She writes:
It murmurs inside. It murmurs. Inside is the pain of speech the pain to say. Larger still.
Greater than is the pain not to say. To not say. Says nothing against the pain to speak. It
festers inside. The wound, liquid, dust. Must break. Must void. 69
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“It” takes on a presence and agency of its own, residing in her body’s repressed enclosures. The
unspeakable trauma which accumulates inside her body agitates her between the need to speak
itself into being and the repressive mechanics that pushes trauma down until it becomes septic.
Between conflicting urgencies of repression and speech arises the need to listen to the body
foremost.
Kim examines Dictee’s poetics through the lens of phenomenology, as affect entangles the
body, language, and subjectivity together. Emotion, as “a way of knowing and feeling that at once
involves cognition and (bodily) sensation” enables the possibility to understand the subject’s
consciousness and framework of knowledge as also embodied. 70 Citing Sara Ahmed, he writes, “If
consciousness is about how we perceive the world ‘around us,’ then consciousness is also
embodied, sensitive and situated,”71 understanding how the fundamental consciousness of the
world is filtered and felt through the body and its senses. Through this framework of embodied
consciousness, Kim posits how the form and content of writing is “contoured by embodied
thoughts and feelings that are not self-generating but oriented toward individually and collectively
shared objects in the form of dislocated cultural artefacts.” 72 Embodied writing, then, insists on the
relationality of the self and others as it locates lost memories and histories as conducive to the
inception of itself. Such practice becomes transformative to how the orientation towards things and
persons is guided by thought and feeling, refusing cleavage of the two.
Formal experimentation remains a point of strategy for unsettling subjectivity and identity.
Kim emphasizes Dictee’s experimentation with English language and mixed media as central to its
singularity and notes the text’s suturing the act of writing with the body as fundamental to its
radical potential, characterizing it as a “subversive intercultural text that unsettles the familiar
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antinomies within Western culture that habitually undersign a disembodied conception of not only
writing but what we mean by subjectivity and (rather redundantly) social identity.”73 Cha sutures
the body back into the act of writing and social identity broadly, offering a critique of language as a
“closed differential system operating in seeming independence of the language user.” 74 Instead,
language becomes a site of discipline, loss, and renewal through the subsumption and rupture of
linguistic governance of subjects. Dictee’s embodied poetics hence illustrates how “language—at
the level of its syntax—impinges on the anonymous narrator’s experiential reality,” 75 shaping and
shaped by language on the very manner in which external and inner worlds are framed and
experienced.
Resisting collapsible circumscriptions of identity and representation, Dictee elaborates a
politics of subjectivity from the dual engagement of form and content. In interrogating the
relationship between formal experimentation and what is being written, Hyo Kim writes of
scholars’ interventions that usually bifurcate formal qualities (aesthetics) from its politics or vice
versa. He instead suggests the entanglement of these constructed oppositions by Cha’s embodying
of and embodiment by the social. 76 Further, Cha’s poetics necessarily collapse the boundaries
between what is perceived to be form and content: an aesthetics that is already political in its form
and a politics that may only be fully expressed through its aesthetic presentation. Her poetics is
borne from a traumatic rupture in language, nationality, and selfhood faced both individually and
collectively, necessitating a form that can translate these wounds accordingly. Threading
fragmentary texts, embodying multiple voices, touching history’s ghosts, speaking through
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interiority, prayers, incantations, illustrations, images, photographs, performance scripts, Dictee
desires:
To be infinitely other than what it is written to be. What it is perceived to be. Evading
capture as it would mean to be settled, when the politics of how Dictee came to be is not settled.
Upheaval continues.
Dictee’s multiplication and re-births. One fragment leads you into a world (of feminist
theory, film theory, performance instructions), as another will lead you into something other
(mother’s unspoken history, epistolary confessions, travelogues, cut-off tongues).
Dictee emits a singular, unending desire which multiplies into other, more pointed wants.
Unanswered histories; mother’s memories; wounded tongues stitched back together; the
need, “the pain to speak”;77 making new senses through absence—absent senses; vengeance against
empires; search for lost body parts, mouths, throats.
Dictee exhibits its desire through a singular pitch—a desire that is politically charged as
much as it is affectively, sensually, and somatically saturated.
Dictee looks at what is given, what is chosen, what is surrounding, and devours them all
slowly, incrementally. Each swallow starts at the mouth and pauses at the body of the tongue,
brushes against its papillae, into the pharynx, epiglottis, and trails down the esophagus into the
stomach. It arrives at an indigestion of the matter; in its indigestible matter comes an alloy, a rebirth of itself.
The tongue that is wounded.
Dictee births itself over and over, into multiple others.
Dictee is a desire.
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Dictee is a/our desire to be set free against captive logics of being. Being that is defined
through nation-states, enabled by imperialisms and colonialisms, circumscribed by significations of
gender and racialization, rendered dull and moored and extracted.
And yet, it gifts a new language of senses through its given conditions, its own severed
body parts; and multiple bodies bloom from each cutting. A monster is born. She gifts us new
voices that we have already known. From her we learn how to move yet again. How to move our
bodies first to our desires. Roland Barthes writes:
No object is in a constant relationship with pleasure (Lacan, apropos of Sade). For the
writer, however, this object exists: it is not the language, it is the mother tongue. The writer
is someone who plays with his mother’s body…in order to glorify it, to embellish it, or in
order to dismember it, to take it to the limit of what can be known about the body. 78
Fixed between pleasure and the pain to speak, Dictee embraces then splits her mother’s body into
fractions until there is nothing left of language to give. Her tongue comes undone in the exhaustion
of English, for another language, another body to begin from its waste. To learn the rules of
punctuation, of grammar, is an act of reproduction and self-annihilation that returns as a new gift of
self.
Undisciplining Text
Hyo Kim arrives at theorizing a vision of intersubjectivity that does not require the
individual and collective Other to be primarily a source of anxiety that must be transcended but
remains the ‘I’ as imbricated and embodied. Spillers expands upon the notion of the ‘I’ or the
individual as always already intertwined with the mass, defining the individual’s emergence as “not
so much as the solution of a willful struggle against the mass but as the name of new relations of
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labor and sociality.”79 The individual arises not from removal but the embedment of its historical
and social forces. She further writes, “The individual-in-the-mass and the mass-in-the-individual
mark an iconic thickness: a concerted function whose abiding centrality is embodied in the flesh,”80
elucidating how the enmeshment between the individual and the collective is executed through the
body, marked by visible flesh. Between self and other, individual and the mass, the embodiment of
this tension and enmeshment is central to the emergence of the subject.
Established that subjectivity is negotiated in the terms between the mass and individual, we
return to the act of writing in the equation of selfhood. Writing, Hyo Kim contends, becomes an
“extension of a sensuous, embodied process involving the dynamic interplay between affect and
thought,”81 allowing for subjectivity to arise as an embodied position between emotion and
knowledge. In the play between affect and thought, the subject is negotiated between self and
other, as an embodied amalgamation of the emotional and political currents of multiple worlds.
Kim continues, “In other words, it is because subjectivity is imagined otherwise as embodied that
the ‘I’ in Dictee loses its autonomy, becoming thereby open to and imbricated in the narratives of
individual and collective Others.”82 The ‘I’ or the speaker who emerges through other voices in
Dictee, then, is implicated in the collective histories and voices of those who inform her emergent
subjectivity. The subject who embodies the other and is always in-relation, then, undoes the split
between self and other, emotion and thought, to fundamentally reshape the ‘I’ in how the self is
uttered.
To parse out the self to retain a sense of particularity, despite its social predisposition, I
return to Spillers’ interior intersubjectivity to establish the significance of the speaker’s singular
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voice in the politics of pleasure. As an “aspect of human agency that cannot be bestowed or
restored by others,” the site of interiority, specified but not exhausted by social economy, becomes
a point of departure for gaining agency.83 Spillers contends, “Persistently motivated in inwardness,
in-flux, it is the ‘mine’ of social production that arises, in part, from interacting with others, yet it
bears the imprint of a particularity.”84 Though shaped and guided by her surrounding others, the
subject arises from the interior—from the singular vantage point of social production that cannot
erase the particularity of self. Roland Barthes approaches this individual not as illusion but
necessarily as fiction, when considering the pleasure of encountering the text through one’s
particular position. A truth cannot be established from the fictive self, yet the particular subject
must exist in order for pleasure to arise through her body. He writes, “A certain pleasure is derived
from a way of imagining oneself as individual, of inventing a final, rarest fiction: the fictive
identity. This fiction is no longer the illusion of a unity; on the contrary, it is the theater of society
in which we stage our plural: our pleasure is individual—but not personal.”85 Bearing the mark of
individual pleasure, encountering a text hinged on collective histories and trauma necessarily
shapes the identity and bodies of the reader and writer, evoking both pleasure and suffering in the
process of identification or disidentification. In the process of pleasure, Barthes notes that the
reader’s individuality separates his body from other bodies and appropriates its suffering or
pleasure; as a result, “it is my body of bliss I encounter” 86 in the intimate encounter of the text. He
continues:
And this body of bliss is also my historical subject; for it is at the conclusion of a very
complex process of biographical, historical, sociological, neurotic elements (education,
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social class, childhood configuration, etc.) that I control the contradictory interplay of
(cultural) pleasure and (non-cultural) bliss, and that I write myself as a subject at present
out of place, arriving too soon or too late (this too designating neither regret, fault, nor bad
luck, but merely calling for a non-site): anachronic subject, adrift. 87
The body of bliss intersects with the body produced at the site of historical political, and social
production, politicizing pleasure and embodiment as a particular, individual moment in time. As
fixed in time the embodied subject is, she escapes time’s grasp through the particularity in which
she is positioned and reproduced through her own writing. Such overlapping echoes Kim’s
observation that modern Korean history and its scattered diaspora bears “traces of intercultural
bodies whose ties to social reality have been made radically contingent.” 88 Considering narratives
of diasporic, pre-colonial nostalgia, Kim writes that “if such return narratives are predicated on reestablishing some displaced originary ontological state of affairs, Dictee undermines such fantasies
at the level of the subject’s always asymmetrical and heterogeneous relation to herself as a
linguistic being.”89 As the lure of the mother tongue, as much as the motherland, gains compelling
force from the illusion of an unmediated access to the self and world, Dictee’s formal play of
multiple voices, absorption of others, and embodied confrontation with the structures of empire
diverge from such lure into depoliticized stability. Here, her body of pleasure displaces such
decontextualized nostalgia with the political contingency and urgency of her position in the
immediate world as she stands. Fiction replaces fantasy, as she writes and speaks her position into
being as to confront the repressive forces of empire that threaten to erase her being.
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At the end of embodiment comes dissolution—into the larger body of the unspeakable
collective constituted by her and other bodies. Cha describes this process by what makes up flesh
and bone towards an unknowable end:
Immaterial now, and formless, having surrendered to dissolution limb by limb, all parts that
compose a body. Liquid and marrow once swelled the muscle and bone, blood made freely
the passages through innumerable entries, all give willingly to exile. From the introit,
preparation is made for communion when the inhabitation should occur, of this body, by the
other body, the larger body.90
Her material body gives way to a larger body which constitutes a collective self. Cha surrenders
herself and her voice into the melding, giving rise to a larger body that emits a singular, collective
voice, “where all memory all echo.”91 Through the dissolution of the self, a collection of voices
rises in place of the singular. The collective voice is enabled only by the existence and submission
of particular subjects. Where “all memory all echo,” redemption and re-emergence begin once
again.
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Notes for a Decolonial Feminist Aesthetics: Mouth to Mouth and the Coloniality of Silence
It’s a dream, one says waking up in silence, and now? One wonders whether one has just dreamt a
silence or whether silence is the sound of a dream. The entire room brims with incandescent
silence. One sees not a thing with one’s eyes open and one perks one’s ears up: no, not even the
faint echo of an I. And yet, somewhere nearby, something is silently beaming in recognition.92
Trinh T. Minh-ha
A mouth flickers slowly on and off a black and white screen, as static noise signals its
disappearance. With each iteration, the lips mouth a different shape, stretched out into variations of
a circle. Emitting no sound, the mouth suggests a practice of vowel graphemes in Korean, speaking
a language that Theresa Hak Kyung Cha may not have been privy to due to her early immigration
to the United States. Mouth to Mouth (1975)93 is an early video piece recorded by Cha in a long
series of linguistic performances that grappled with lost tongues and new languages. In the
following, I read and contextualize Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s artistic production, specifically
Mouth to Mouth, in terms of its cultural atmosphere and generational and transnational trauma that
informed Cha’s practice. Constellating María Lugones’ decolonial feminist thinking with Cha’s
work offers an extended possibility for a decolonial feminist aesthetics through the evocation of
differently oriented senses that embody difference as fundamental to its inception. Without
collapsing the myriad worlds—geographical, epistemic, and historical—that exist and inhabit each
other in decolonial thinking, this chapter locates itself in the context of a racialized, gendered, and
displaced body of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha who recounts her mother’s memories of war, bordercrossing, and alienation ensued by Japanese colonialism, American imperialism, and immigration.
In works that unsettle easy boundaries of the Avant Garde and Asian American literature, Cha’s
work beckons a re-thinking of aesthetics that refuses legibility through a colonial/modern
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framework. Specifically, through the use of silence, strategically employed in video and written
word, a decolonial feminist aesthetics is gleaned by shifting senses to the unheard.
Coloniality of Gender and Resistance
Revising Walter Mignolo’s theorization of coloniality as an inseparable and violent
underside of modernity, María Lugones in “Towards a Decolonial Feminism” analyzes a modern,
colonial, gender system in which colonial modernity imposes its violent logics on race, gender, and
sexuality that still persist today. Lugones defines coloniality as “not just a classification of people
in terms of the coloniality of power and gender, but also the process of active reduction of people,
the dehumanization that fits them for the classification, the process of subjectification, the attempt
to turn the colonized into less than human beings.” 94 Within this violent classification of people
into the non-human, the colonized woman becomes an empty category, theorized as the coloniality
of gender by Lugones.
In the colonization of the Americas, Lugones maintains that racialization and capitalist
exploitation remained inseparable from and constitutive of the capitalist system of power. As sex
was made to stand alone in the characterization of the colonized, “gender and sex could not be both
inseparably tied and racialized.”95 Severing the notion of womanhood from the colonized, the
coloniality of gender renders no women as colonized and no colonized females as women. 96 This
observation leads Lugones to suggest that there is no possibility of searching for a non-colonized
construction of gender from indigenous organizations of the social, as “There is no such thing;
‘gender’ does not travel away from colonial modernity.” 97 To understand gender as always already
constituted within the colonial/modern matrix of power, then, is to enact a possibility of
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overcoming the coloniality of gender through a shift in understanding subjectivity. Lugones writes,
“In our colonized, racially gendered, oppressed existences we are also other than what the hegemon
makes us be,”98 emphasizing a methodological shift towards decolonial feminisms that enables the
possibility of overcoming coloniality from and at the colonial difference. Through historicized and
embodied intersubjectivity and analysis of racialized, capitalist, gender oppression, Lugones wields
a relation between the resistance to the coloniality of gender and decoloniality, materialized as
decolonial feminism.
María Lugones emphasizes how the colonial system of power from the beginning of the
16th century in the Americas suppressed:
…complex cultural, political, economic, and religious beings: selves in complex relations to
the cosmos, to other selves, to generation, to the earth, to living beings, to the inorganic, in
production; selves whose erotic, aesthetic, and linguistic expressivity, whose knowledges,
senses of space, longings, practices, institutions, and forms of government were not to be
simply replaced but met, understood, and entered into intense, violent, risky crossings and
dialogues and negotiations that never happened. 99
The epistemological, ontological, and cosmological damages brought on by colonization
sedimented into a system of coloniality which nullified the senses to be made illegible within the
modern framework. Under this category comes the erotic, aesthetic, and linguistic selves that have
been violated and repressed into unknowing, marking the site of being as a critical point of
intervention into resisting coloniality. The coloniality of being, as expanded by Nelson MaldonadoTorres, emphasizes the idea that colonial relations of power left not only a profound mark on areas
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of power and knowledge, but also on the general understanding of being as well. 100 The notion of
being stems from Heidegger’s analysis of being-in-the-world as a starting point to understand the
lived experience of colonized and racialized people, “as modern subjects we breath coloniality all
the time and everyday.”101
Being not as a being, entity, or a thing but the “Being of beings, that is, something like the
general horizon of understanding for all beings,”102 extends to understanding how coloniality
affects the general ontological condition of the colonized. While the coloniality of power refers to
the interrelation among modern forms of exploitation and domination, epistemological impact of
colonization on different areas of knowledge production, coloniality of being sets a primary
reference for the lived experience of colonization and its impact on language, senses, and being.
Not as a collapse onto the individual but as an observation of the ontological condition of people,
the coloniality of being situates a theory of resistance at the level of the intersubjective that
accounts for the variously lived experiences. The theory of resistance that arises from this view is
expressed in the “relational subjective/intersubjective spring of liberation, as both adaptive and
creatively oppositional.”103
Expanding on the theory of resistance, Lugones writes that “Resistant subjectivity often
expresses itself infra-politically, rather than in a politics of the public, which has an easy
inhabitation of public contestation. Legitimacy, authority, voice, sense, and visibility are denied to
resistant subjectivity.”104 In a politics of resistance, turned inward, infra-politics then both
acknowledges the colonial/modern relation to be an actively constituted one and struggles towards
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a liberation that accounts for and emerges from the lived and embodied experiences of colonized
subjects, against the constitution of meaning and social organization of power. Such resistance
happens at the minute but ontological state, often taking shape out of sense.
By Lugones’ formulation, Theresa Hak Kyung Cha may be noted not simply as a subject
caught between coloniality and imperialist histories, but as a being who inhabited a fractured locus,
perceiving and relating doubly, “where the ‘sides’ of the locus are in tension, and the conflict itself
actively informs the subjectivity of the colonized self in multiple relation.” 105 Dictee exemplifies
such entangled selves as pages cross through languages of the colonized and colonizers, constantly
in translation and transition from each other. As practiced, struggling with the coloniality of gender
happens at the intimate, every day, “lived linguistically in the tension of the colonial wound.” 106
Cha’s ceaseless aesthetic experiments and embodiments she materialized in the forms of writing,
performance, and video portray a life lived at the fractured locus, dreaming up other lives than the
colonial life she was subjected to. In the following, as aesthetic resistance comes forth as methods
not necessarily registered by colonial and modern senses, it presents as something unspoken by the
colonizer’s tongue. Reading Mouth to Mouth in Martina Ferrari’s framework of decolonial
aesthetics and silence as emancipatory sense-making, I now turn to Cha’s video work and the
decolonial feminist vision of aesthetics.
Aesthetic Embodiments in Mouth to Mouth
An excerpt of Cha’s artist statement reads, “The main body of my work is with Language,
‘looking for the roots of the language before it is born on the tip of the tongue.’” 107 Her relationship
to language, specifically that of the colonial register, proves to be fragmented and deliberate as it is
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anatomical and bodily. Reflective of this clinical yet subjective position she takes, Mouth to Mouth
exercises another kind of linguistic and aesthetic embodiment through video work. In measured
flickers between a severed mouth and white noise, the mouth inaudibly enunciates Korean vowels,
moeum of Hangul, introduced in sequential arrangement at the start of the video. In the Korean
alphabet, its orthography consists of 24 letters with 14 consonants and 10 vowels, written in
syllabic blocks with letters arranged in two dimensions. All vowels and consonants mimic the
articulator’s shape and phonetic features when pronounced. As observing the vowels show in Cha’s
video, the mouth begins uttering through the moeum, pronounced without any stricture of the vocal
tract.
Major consonants of Hangul are derived from the anatomical place from which the sound
comes from. Focusing on the “O” as Mouth to Mouth invariably returns to, the consonant O in
Korean, known as ieung, is implied as a placeholder in the enunciation of all vowels. The letter
comes from the throat, as each letter travels upward from the glottis. In this anatomical pathway
from silence to speech is where Cha rests. The invisible yet implicated O marks the root of every
sound one makes—the glottal sound—in the throat where each sound begins. Conceived as parallel
to the concept of the number zero, ieung exists but as an empty signifier, echoing the implication of
absence and the paradoxically present body of the zero. As a modern subject who rests on and
crosses boundaries between coloniality and non-being, Cha’s aesthetics can thus be understood as a
negotiating and resistant practice against coloniality. Cha’s mouth, which is not just a mouth but a
stand-in for the missing ieung of the vowels, surfaces as the cross-section of the throat, a pathway
between silence and speech. Enveloping the colonized, gendered, and racialized body of Cha, the
mouth implies something beyond which is permissible and visible. Cha resuscitates this ieung, the
missing mother of her own sounds, mouth to non-mouth. In replacement of pronunciation, white
noise disguised as silence fills the void of the video, substituting for the unspoken. Utterance
47

occurs from the place of ieung; all sound passes through the O to reach soundness, yet the O
remains fixed as absence.
Within a subjectivity that is denied normative access to the language of visibility and
legibility, resistance instead may take form in infra-political expressions. Resistance here is defined
by Lugones as the tension between subjectification and active subjectivity, the “minimal sense of
agency required for the oppressing <— —> resisting relation being an active one, without appeal to
the maximal sense of agency of the modern subject.” 108 Activated between the tension of agency
acquired for the modern subject and the subjectification of the colonized subject, resistance
configures as the constant re-negotiations that ensue in the white noise. As Cha’s video rests on the
absence of sound, or silence, to permit her voice to be ‘heard,’ aesthetics forged by racialized
colonial subjectivity are enacted on a different register of sense and sense-making. Silence, readily
known as submission or non-participation, is reconfigured as an invitation to sense differently.
On Silence and Coloniality
Reflecting on the deployment of ‘speaking up’ in the #MeToo movement that deemed to
make explicit stories of sexual violence that women experience, Martina Ferrari questions how the
emphasis of making one’s voice heard remains trapped in logics of coloniality. While voice takes
priority as a vehicle for sound and legibility, she maintains that it requires conformity to modern
and Eurocentric standards of communication which excludes subaltern modes of communication
and being. Here, silence takes precedence as a site for the renewal of sense that attunes to what is
left unsaid or unheard in the framework of coloniality. While voice, deployed as an instrument of
liberation, remain trapped within colonial/modern logics of who is made legible through language
and whose voice is privileged, silence is rendered and read as submission. Presence affixes to the
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voice of the subject of modernity that conforms to European epistemic standards and knowledge
validation processes that regulate what counts as knowledge and language. In “The Coloniality of
Language and Speech’ by Gabriela Veronelli, 109 as cited by Ferrari, processes of racializing the
colonized into communicative agents begin in the sixteenth century, where the colonized are
reduced to the nonhuman, and their language and epistemic worlds are collapsed into expressions
of natural inferiority.110 This forecloses the possibility of a dialogical relationship between the
colonized and colonizers, and to be heard through ‘voice’ means to conform to the epistemic model
of the modern/colonial order.
Ferrari writes, to make explicit the ways in which “onto-epistemology reproduced by
coloniality is, in fact, a racialized metaphysics of presence within which logos and the field of
presence are exclusive domains of the colonizer.”111 In the field of the racialized metaphysics of
presence that deprives the colonized of rationality and ontological resistance, colonized existence is
rendered as non-being, making non-sense that cannot be read in the framework of modernity.
Complexities, ambiguities, and multiplicities inherent in being are reduced to a “zone of non-being,
a sterile and arid region, an incline stripped bare of every essential from which a genuine new
departure can emerge.”112 Within the domain of colonial logocentrism, the bareness not only
implicates the exclusion of colonized tongues as an erasure of communication but also the
“relegation of racialized bodies/being to absence.” 113 To negotiate the position of absence and nonbeing, silence is recuperated by Ferrari and Cha as a source for meaning-making and attending to
the complexities of the colonized.
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White Noise and the Near-Perceptible
An excerpt from Dictee reads:
She mimicks the speaking. That might resemble speech. (Anything at all.) Bared noise,
groan, bits torn from words. Since she hesitates to measure the accuracy, she resorts to
mimicking gestures with the mouth. 114
Cha begins in an incantation of the pain to speak, or the ability to be perceived as speaking. The
question of whose speaking she is trying to mimic arises, as she details the pain of speech. Speech,
from Ferrari’s critique, comes to be understood as a mode of expression afforded and made audible
by coloniality. Through this reading, Cha’s attempt to speech may be understood as a struggle to be
heard as speech in the colonial register of language. She continues, “She would take on their
punctuation. She waits to service this. Theirs. Punctuation. She would become, herself,
demarcations.”115 Adopting a grammar of another becomes an act of enveloping herself within
colonial/modern logics, leaving herself to become an outline, or a suggestion of a figure.
Through the pain of speech or non-speech, Cha enacts another kind of speech which begins
from the unknown:
Begins imperceptibly, near-perceptible. (Just once. Just one time and it will take.) She
takes. She takes the pause. Slowly. From the thick. The thickness. From weighted motion
upwards. Slowed. To deliberation even when it passed upward through her mouth again.
The delivery. She takes it. Slow. The invoking. All the time now. All the time there is.
Always. And all times. The pause. Uttering. Hers now. Hers bare. The utter. 116
In this zone of the “near-perceptible,” she describes a slow and pronounced process of delivering a
sound, an utter, to presence. Starting from the root of throat, the thickness which holds her sound
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and silence at once, her utter rises from her body, through the throat, into the mouth. In this
weighted deliberation, her speech becomes finally “hers bare,” stripped of the colonial burden to
sound. This embodied, other kind of sound-making that releases Cha from the colonial register,
from a fractured place of enunciation, echoes in the non-sounds she makes in Mouth to Mouth.
White noise that replaces speech in the video is neither blank space or all noise, signaling a place
between a sonic undercurrent of anxiety or comfort, between excess and illusion of a void. Mouth
to Mouth’s cut-out mouth glows in and out of screen, while white noise, resembling rain,
substitutes her voice. White noise replaces the need for speech, and the need to be heard,
understood accordingly. Lacking linearity or measurement, white noise disguised as silence
denotes a colonized body which refuses to be seen.
Notes for a Decolonial Feminist Aesthetics
As Theresa Hak Kyung Cha recounts the abstraction of her enemy and the colonial
relationship,117 such abstraction may translate as coloniality’s ensuing force on all matters
epistemological, social, ontological, political, and aesthetic. Caught between a matrilineage of
colonial trauma from the Japanese and US empires with continuing violence of racialization and
coloniality of gender, she constructs a body of language work that responds to and improvises from
the colonial condition. As blankness and silence reveal to be more than non-being, a fractured locus
in which a different kind of enunciation may be uttered. In the degradation that continually frames
life in coloniality, Lugones writes the possibility of living in full inhabitation of this fracture and
wound, “where sense is contradictory and from such contradiction new sense is made anew.” 118
The colonial wound transforms to a point of departure for the colonized, as a practice of feminist
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border thinking that enables other modes of aesthetics; the fractured locus appears in Cha’s work as
the threshold between throat and mouth, silence and speech, absence and presence.
To glean a decolonial feminist aesthetics from Cha’s work and Lugones’ theorization, the
process begins at the colonial difference. Lugones writes, “the decolonial feminist’s task begins by
her seeing the colonial difference…Seeing it, she sees the world anew, and then she requires
herself to drop her enchantment with ‘woman,’ the universal, and begins to learn about other
resisters at the colonial difference.”119 What Trinh T. Minh-ha terms ‘re-departure,’ the pain and
frustration of having to live a difference that has no name and too many names already, 120 is
observed as the site of colonial difference which different racialized and gendered subjects begin to
see themselves structured by and beyond coloniality’s subjectification. Maintaining the intricacies
of power in relation to the individual and the institutional, Lugones here contends that “The
differences in the concreteness and intricacy of power in circulation are not understood as levels of
generality; embodied subjectivity and the institutional are equally concrete.”121 Without collapsing
the burden onto the figure of the individual, embodied subjectivity becomes a critical site of living
difference and re-constituting oneself in relation to the colonial difference.
Trinh maintains that “Identity is a way of re-departing. Rather, the return to a denied
heritage allows one to start again with different re-departures, different pauses, different
arrivals,”122 imbuing ‘identity’ with the possibility to re-constitute oneself in relation to not only
denied heritage, but decolonial futures that arise from the re-departure into different arrivals. The
“necessity of re-naming so as to un-name”123 stands at the core of the colonial difference. In
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decolonial aesthetics, re-naming appears not as a return to a colonial past or romanticization of
lineage, but “past lineages previously neatly organizable within the linearity of colonial time now
encroach upon each other, yielding novel decolonizing meanings.” 124 Ferrari outlines a
decolonizing aesthetics that presents the past which can never be fully present, while it exceeds the
same possibilities of its own representation. Pasts coexist in the present in their absence, as “traces
or virtual planes that resonate in the present as open and fecund sets of possibilities.”125 While Cha
contends with the colonial pasts that haunt her present being in her work, her aesthetic experiments
that ranged from poetry to video signified a different composition of reality in which the past and
present overlap into a differently sensed future. Through this engagement with the colonial
difference, a new conception of reality emerges where the real does not exist in juxtaposition to
imagination, nor is limited by the bounds of what is present to consciousness.126
As both a process of remembering the past and forging of different futures, a decolonial
aesthetics allows for new subjects and senses that remember the past arise. Through a semblance or
signifier of the void, and through absence, Cha pronounces her own humanity, yet to be filled—
never to be filled unless empire topples over. Subsumption of Cha’s work under the usual category
of the Avant Garde remains troubling, as much as the she becomes only an example of a certain
reclamation or representation. Cha’s ambivalence remains a critical space of examination, a tension
that must not be released for the sake of categorization. Her work as much as herself remains a kind
of “white noise” which refuses the measurement of time, of linearity, of categorical logic. Form
within decolonial sensibilities is to be understood, Eunsong Kim writes regarding Asian American
poetry, not as a “set of recognizable devices, techniques, stabilized for close reading as previous
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studies have performed, or isolating content,” but as the “mediated and unstable structures of
politicized language formation.”127 Form which appeals to visual and tactile senses is reconstituted
within decolonial feminist terrains as unstable yet deliberate measures of politicized aesthetic
experiments that seek to reconstitute senses at the colonial difference. Such aesthetics and living in
difference do not follow the logic of capital but is constructed for insubordination to coloniality. As
the “movement of these bodies and relations does not repeat itself,”128 a decolonial feminist
aesthetics sheds and re-constitutes itself in relation to those who move towards its changes.
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Poetics of Displacement: Untethering Desire from Empire
Lift me to the window to the picture image unleash the ropes tied to weights of stones first the ropes
then its scraping on wood to break stillness as the bells fall peal follow the sound of ropes holding
weight scraping on wood to break stillness bells fall a peal to sky.
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, Dictee 179
Language’s shift between “me” and “the child” in Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s final body of
Dictee collapses the self and onlooker, between embodiment and observation. She calls out to a
mother who lifts her to a window through which image is inconceivable yet desirable enough for
her head to tilt into the image that lingers above her body: a return to infancy—to a conscious child
who desires to see what she cannot grasp through the limits of her vision and her body. She begins
the end of the book:
Lift me up mom to the window the child looking above too high above her view the glass
between some image a blur now darks and greys mere shadows lingering above her vision
her head tilted back as far as it can go. 129
What lies behind the window we or Cha are not privy to. The mother and child are implied to be in
the body of a house, maybe, or in some form of insulation with a window from which to peer
through, for a view that is yet to occur.
Her words fall into the dissolution of the passing image, breaking the stillness of the
immobile silence. The picture that arrests the scene is broken by the unleashing of “ropes tied to
weights of stones first the ropes then its scraping on wood to break stillness as the bells fall peal,”
shearing off the image that holds silence against the viewer. 130 In the moment of break, she
demands to “follow the sound of ropes holding weight scraping on wood to break stillness bells fall
a peal to sky,”131 ending the image in its unleashing of what it holds down. A dissolution of sound
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and image into an unknown, which is another form of possibility. What holds the image down by
weights and ropes is what keeps the child in her position. The fragmentation and amendment of
language—of phrases held together by her desire—announce the end and another beginning of
need, of Dictee’s desire to see the image beyond the window of its home. I begin at the break of
this image.
Returning to infancy does not imply an infantilization of Cha’s work or a devolving into the
elementary of language, while Cha does engage critically with the origins of language as it pertains
to the body. Against the infantilization of minoritarian literature that takes place in the
institutionalization of cultural differences, as observed by Toni Morrison in her lecture
“Unspeakable Things Unspoken,” this return to the child emits a new engagement with the scene
that develops and unfurls in front of freshly anointed eyes. The desire and wonder, enfolded into
the body of the child as she watches the scene at the window collapse, make way for a “separate
conclusion”132 or a birth that begins from the death of its repression. At the encounter with “Earth”
as a site of life’s beginning, Cha describes that “Earth is made porous. Earth heeds. Inward.
Inception in darkness. In the blue-black body commences lument.”133 As it is made to live and
attend to its own conception which starts from its “blue-black body,” Earth is inscribed to be the
site of simultaneous birth and death, glowing from its darkness into a “slow rhythmic relume to yet
another and another opening.”134 In multiplying openings that eternally expand to its changing
forms and bodies, Cha’s description of “Earth” points to the desire of a beginning from death that
returns herself to the child who wonders at the body of the dark earth.
Race and Culture in the Age of American Empire
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From an engagement with the discourse of American literature and its canon, Toni
Morrison contemplates the relationship between race and culture as difference supplies a vital yet
invisibilized presence in the ideological structure and works of the American literary canon. First,
she considers what is concerned to be “American literature” understood by the general public:
There is something called American literature that, according to conventional wisdom, is
certainly not Chicano literature, or Afro-American literature, or Asian-American, or Native
American, or…It is somehow separate from them and they from it, and in spite of the
efforts of recent literary histories, restructured curricula, and anthologies, this separate
confinement, be it breached or endorsed, is the subject of a large part of these debates. 135
The inherent separation between hyphenized minoritarian literature and its American literary canon
points to the structural question of why and to what purpose does this separation serve in the
interests of Western society. Morrison frames this division not as a concern for exclusion or
absence from dominant culture, but a specific strategy used for the maintenance of hegemony,
asking “What intellectual feats had to be performed by the author or his critic to erase me from a
society seething with my presence, and what effect has that performance had on the work?” 136
Despite efforts and acknowledgments for literature that eschew categorical “excellence” and
qualities bestowed upon by the American literary force, she observes that race still remains
virtually an “unspeakable thing” that exists at the outskirts of what makes literature American.
While my writing does not concern itself with what defines to be “American” and desires more
closely to break with America as an ideological and material structure, I linger on Morrison’s
engagement of how American culture and literature are consciously made to uphold whiteness as it
rests on the continuation of American as a form of violent ideology. She writes:
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Canon building is empire building. Canon defense is national defense. Canon debate,
whatever the terrain, nature, and range (of criticism, of history, of the history of knowledge,
of the definition of language, the universality of aesthetic principles, the sociology of art,
the humanistic imagination), is the clash of cultures. And all of the interests are vested. 137
If culture and its national canon are concerned with upholding the nation’s illusions and selfmythologizing, writing from and through difference functions critically against the naturalizing
forces of American hegemony and ideology of whiteness. As canon is to empire, an anti-imperial
politics beyond the realm of the canon may emerge in a writing informed by race, gender, and
difference that departs from what is to be considered within the confines of empire. In this sense, I
position Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee necessarily as writing against empire and conceiving of
another politics and another aesthetics which begins from a place of critical difference, attendant to
its own particular history.
In the formulation of the American canon, Morrison observes how people are used as
fodder, as raw material to which Western intelligence must extend its brilliance to in order to be
properly read, refined, and inscribed into scholarship. Sequential arguments in the subsumption of
counter-literature usually begins from a place of denial (“there is no Afro-American (or thirdworld) art”), to an assignment of inferiority, then superiority against how it measures up to the
universal criteria of Western art, and towards being treated as raw material to be refined and
transformed from its “natural” state into a properly aesthetic form. 138 To be critical of the ways in
which the body of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha and her work are reproduced towards evidence of
exceptionalism or inclusion into the white literary canon is to carefully attend to the bodies as not
material but as a continuation of her cultural sources and predecessors. Morrison warns of Western
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critics who may “confine the discourse to the advocacy of diversification within the canon and/or a
kind of benign coexistence near or within reach of the already sacred texts,” 139 circumventing the
threat of destruction that such works may bring to the sacrosanct status of the West; as a
conclusion, “Either of these two positions can quickly become another kind of silencing if
permitted to ignore the indigenous created qualities of the writing,” 140 further obscuring the
aesthetic innovations already present in the works of the dispossessed. Following Morrison’s
observation, Cha’s work reflects not only its contextualized position in history and collective
trauma but her aesthetic inventions contemporaneous with the emergent politics of women of color
feminisms, anti-colonial and anti-imperial movements that shaped the politics of her work. Her
linguistic and artistic break with the hegemony of language and empire continues onto the present
day as artists continue to challenge and reinvent aesthetics through the politics of the framework of
art and culture.
Poetics of Displacement
Trinh T. Minh-ha acerbically notes of the duality of the functions of “community,”
contending that “At times rejected by her own community, other times needfully retrieved, she is
both useless and useful.”141 Mobilized only in times of political and instrumental need in the
reification of national culture or fetishization of victimhood in the West, “she” functions only as
material in the discourse of culture; when revealed to be threatening to the dominant modes of
national culture, whether that be of the motherland or the empire, “she” is retrieved into the folds of
repression. To work against such functions, Cha’s writing demonstrates a radical departure from
empire and dreaming towards another aesthetics that begins from a place of interminable
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difference. Trinh warns that in the process of asserting her difference, “she would have to call into
question everything which, in the name of the group and the community, perniciously breaks the
individual’s links with others, while forcing her back on herself and restrictively tying her down to
her own reclaimed identity.”142 What defines her also tethers her down to an impasse in which she
cannot break away from unless she is displaced from the very definitions of herself. This break
calls forth inventions of the self that necessarily depart from the place where she begins:
Displacement involves the invention of new forms of subjectivities, of pleasures, of
intensities, of relationships, which also implies the continuous renewal of a critical work
that looks carefully and intensively at the very system of values to which one refers in
fabricating the tools of resistance. 143
Resisting the reproduction of totalization of language, culture, or politics, Trinh carefully parses
out how forms of sociality, subjectivity, structure, and pleasure must be re-imagined to fully
encompass and realize the radical break with Western hegemony. In confrontations between the
canon and its unspoken counterparts, or between the center and its margins, Toni Morrison and
Trinh Minh-ha each supply their critiques against the West, or America as enveloped by
ideological whiteness, to call forth how and what a total restructuring and rethinking of Western
civilization and culture might look like if difference was to be taken seriously. Devising a new map
of pleasures and subjectivities hinges on the constant invention and reinvention of selves and
systems that supply us with the very tools of resistance and formulation.
Concerning the relationship between the center and the margins, as echoed by Morrison’s
formulation of American literature versus minoritarian literature, Trinh observes that marginality
itself is the condition of the center. From the irreducibility of the margins comes the question not so
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much between loyalty and betrayal, but that of “practicing one’s own inventive loyalty towards
oneself.”144 From rejecting subsumption into the digestible, works linger on in the margins
necessarily as staying loyal to themselves in the process of constant self-invention. Toni Morrison
further expands upon the notion of inventive loyalty towards oneself as:
We have always been imagining ourselves. We are not Isak Dinesen’s ‘aspects of nature,’
nor Conrad’s unspeaking. We are the subjects of our own narrative, witnesses to and
participants in our own experience, and, in no way coincidentally, in the experience of those
with whom we have come in contact. We are not, in fact, ‘other.’ We are choices. 145
Choices to be made by one’s own words, one’s own language, determine the unfolding of one’s
own narrative. Neither isolated from living nor separate from those who one comes into contact
with, Morrison pushes for a relational and highly inventive form of writing and imagining oneself
against and with the currents of others. Trinh Minh-ha locates self-invention in the state of wonder
evoked by the process of displacement. Displacement here signifies not simply an abandonment of
herself and social position, but a deliberate disengagement with hegemonic forms of identification:
Strategies of displacement defy the world of compartmentalization and the systems of
dependence it engenders, while filling the shifting space of creation with a passion named
wonder. Who or what the other is, I never know (Luce Irigaray). Wonder never seizes,
never possesses the other as its object. It is in the ability to see, hear, and touch, to go
toward things as though always for the first time. 146
Wonder serves as a mode of being that enables the subject to move towards others and herself in
permanent curiosity and affection. It engages the senses of the body to encounter things as they are
and lets herself be engulfed and remade in each encounter. Not knowing the other, by Irigaray’s
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words, fundamentally invites the other into the self—a form of exile of the self—to dissolve the
marker of “other” altogether. Never knowing the other fixes the subject in a state of longing—
desiring to know yet rendered impossible by her displacement. Such arrangement drives the subject
along a constant search of creativity that sets her in motion. Cha’s return to infancy in perception in
the last pages of Dictee signals such return to wonder, as she exhausts the limits of language by her
social and political displacement from empire. Toni Morrison, pointing to the role that language
plays in cultural revolution, writes, “The most valuable point of entry into the question of cultural
(or racial) distinction, the one most fraught, is its language—its unpoliced, seditious,
confrontational, manipulative, inventive, disruptive, masked, and unmasking language.” 147
Language functions both as an indicator of power and a site to be unsettled continuously in its
mask of stability; when language is out to discipline those who are unruly, the retaliation begins at
the site of undoing language in its structural integrity. Cha’s method of stripping language to its
bare syllables, by fragmenting and slicing words into sounds, echoes this voiding of language, as
Trinh notes, “when creation consists of voiding what one has secured, dicing with emptiness, and
making nothing.”148 The self-professed void in which Cha extends out from into the world opens
from what has fixed her in her position as a woman, as a colonized subject, as a displaced body in
the heart of empire.
What do our fragments clue us into? How does the psychic and geographic fragmentation
of bodies help us reorient ourselves towards revolutionary lives? Towards lives that are just, living
that is indebted and entwined. Is there a language beyond fragmentation? Is language ever whole?
Is our relationship to language ever whole? Do bodies reach beyond what cannot be put into
language? Is there a liberatory mode beyond fragmentation and silence? Through the method of
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creating from dissolution, Trinh notes, “Each passion, each effort, each event materialized bears
with it its own model. Walking on masterless and ownerless land is living always anew the exile’s
condition; which is here not quite an imposition nor a choice, but a necessity.” 149 In each iteration,
the encounter that it bears assumes a singular position in the place of wonder. The poetics of
displacement and fragmentation assumes a “double movement”: where reflections on what is
unique to the artistic form and sets it off from other forms are also reflections on its inability to
isolate itself, to prevent itself from participating in the flow of social life, and from engaging in
other forms of communication.150 Such flow into social life from artistic form reflects the
inherently entangled relations between the senses, aesthetics, and the politics of living. Assuming a
double movement of inner and outer flow between the displaced self and the surrounding world
echoes another composition or definition of desire, expanded outwards in the conclusion of this
thesis.
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Conclusion
In Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s iconoclastic Anti-Oedipus, published in 1972, the
libido, once trapped in the familial triad composed by Sigmund Freud, is expanded far into the
cosmic to be re-composed as the drive for all facets of social and inter-relational life. Sexuality, or
more expansively, desire, is thus “everywhere: the way a bureaucrat fondles his records, a judge
administers justice, a businessman causes money to circulate; the way the bourgeoisie fucks the
proletariat; and so on.”151 Desire figures as flow, constantly causing and interrupting exchanges
between what Deleuze and Guattari call ‘partial objects’ which encompass all that produces flows
and exist in interrelation, hence “Every ‘object’ presupposes the continuity of a flow; every flow,
the fragmentation of the object.”152 Here, desire produces the object which in turn produces desire
without which it could not stand alone. Fragmentation of the object which is in turn the subject is
presupposed in the formulation of desire as flow. Untied from its Oedipal burden, desire comes to
encompass the social, biological, historical, and political, illuminating the unconscious investments
that motivate the individual and the masses beyond ideological matter.
Written alongside the birth of transnational liberation movements, gay and lesbian activism,
feminist movements, global economic reconfigurations, and postcolonial insurgencies,153 AntiOedipus perhaps witnessed and theorized the burgeoning desires of movements which sought to recompose politics and matter of the self through the intra- and inter-personal. With psychoanalysis’
failure to grasp the “interconnections between the self and social structures and processes” and
subsequent loss of its subversive potential, 154 Anti-Oedipus reads as a political remedy to the
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privatization and compartmentalization of human issues. To read Anti-Oedipus as a psychoanalytic
text, as Dagmar Herzog proposes, in the context of international trends in psychoanalysis and
broader social movements, beyond a mere indictment of the conservativism of psychoanalysis, is
then to read the social movements of the time as practices in and of desire—new and impossible—
or as sparks of a ‘molecular revolution.’
Theorized by Guattari with Brazilian psychoanalyst Suely Rolnik on his visit to Brazil in
1982, molecular revolutions glimmer as tiny but irrevocable mutations that alter relations on the
micro-scale, from the mundane to the cosmological. If psychoanalysis was not in decline but
attending to the shifts in “geographical and generational loci of creativity and influence,” 155 such
changing currents led Guattari to a newly democratic nation to witness its emergent forms of
sociality. Seeking “unconsciouses that protest,” 156 Guattari and Rolnik undertook a cartography of
the ‘molecular’ in Molecular Revolution in Brazil, co-authored and published in 1986. Desire is
once again called upon, this time as chaos. As “all forms of the will to live, the will to create, the
will to love, the will to invent another society, another perception of the world, and other value
systems,”157 it echoes liberatory possibilities put forth by critical feminist and radical liberationist
movements of the same era. The temporal convergence between Deleuze and Guattari’s rejection
of classical psychoanalysis and their embrace of social movements is no coincidence but a dialogue
through desire. Feminist and decolonial politics, by example, continues a politics of desire in their
impetus, not just in the sense of subjugated and oppressive dynamics, but in the absolute desire
towards liberation.158 For the unfinished project of the liberation of the unconscious, Rolnik
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extends the molecular into a project of decolonizing the unconscious, rejecting a stable
identification with any repertoire, or established contours of identities, giving rise to a fluid
formation of subjectivities.
Suely Rolnik, in her lecture “Micropolitics of Thinking: Suggestions to Those Who Seek to
Deprogram the Colonial Unconscious,” gestures to her surroundings, the stage, the museum, and
her body, observing that the “colonial unconscious is still here, there, everywhere.” Drawing from
Walter Mignolo and Anibal Quijano’s conception of coloniality as something that which is
inscribed in our bodies and sensibilities, 159 Rolnik posits that the afterlife of European colonialism
persists today as vestiges in the unconscious, both collective and individual. This ‘colonial
unconscious’ structures our subjectivities, desires, and the production of our thinking, constructing
the unconscious as a site of struggle.
Within the ensuing colonial unconscious in the present, then, necessitates a re-activation of
desire towards alterity which gives rise to a decolonized unconscious. This relation to alterity is
actualized in a particular state of the body in which its “nerve fibers vibrate to the music of the
universes connected by desire; a certain tuning with affective modulations provoked by this
vibration.”160 Unfamiliar affects enter and alter the body, giving rise to new selves that engulf and
become multiple others. To decolonize the unconscious becomes a means to open our senses up to
otherness; the body as a sieve through which dynamic forces pass. The question then becomes a
matter of exercising a sensory and cognitive knowing through the body that eludes sedimentation,
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or, as Rolnik beautifully words, “how to give body and substance to the affects of the world that
pass through me.”161
To untether the unconscious from its psychoanalytic confines, Deleuze and Guattari applies
a model of schizoanalysis that examines libidinal investments in not just the psychic, but economic
and political spheres.162 For schizoanalysis, it is a matter of constructing an unconscious not only in
the individual but “with physiological and perceptual systems, with machines, struggles, and
arrangements of every nature.”163 If the unconscious is figured as a “place where the territories of
existence, their cartographies and micropolitics, are produced by the operations of desire,” 164
reorienting desire towards constructing a decolonized unconscious becomes possible. To this,
Rolnik offers “Eight Suggestions to Decolonize the Unconscious”:
1. De-anesthetizing the vulnerability to the forces
2. Reactivating the knowing-body
3. Un-obstructing the access to sensations
4. Keeping oneself within the tension of the uncanny, until an utterance capable of
actualizing it, bearing its pulsation, is created
5. Holding onto the temporality of the creative process
6. Holding onto desire
7. Not negotiating the nonnegotiable
8. Exercising thought in its ethical, aesthetic, political, and clinical function 165
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“Holding onto the temporality of the creative process” clues our path towards the knowing-body
and desire. Thinking with Brazilian artist Lygia Clark’s Caminhando (1963), Rolnik visualizes an
example of a decolonial mode of being and becoming. In Caminhando, a paper moebius strip is
continuously cut along divergent and multiple paths, yielding new forms and entanglements.
Framed not as a passive work of art but a ‘proposition,’ the act of cutting heightens the awareness
of one’s own body through the duration of the act. In this heightened state, a new way of seeing, of
feeling is realized in a time “without a before and after” and a space “without inside, outside,
down, and below.”166 With Rolnik’s extension of the metaphor into the world, the two sides of the
strip become form and force that devour and replace each other in inter-articulation. Forms which
produce subjective experience through perception (the sensible experience) and affection
(psychological emotion and feeling), while forces apply a-subjective experiences generated by the
world onto the body. The two inseparable sides, continually devouring each other, is activated by
the body which cuts new paths onto the surface: a movement of thought. Desire, practiced by the
body, travels through these two surfaces which is one, provoking new forms and rearranging
relations between humans, non-humans, worlds, and machines. Thus, a closer attunement to the
miniscule, erotic, and molecular sensations that erupt in our bodies affords us closer to the
decolonized unconscious which Rolnik proposes.
We return to ask how desire configures in the formation of aesthetics, and further, towards
absolute liberation. The unconscious, no longer tethered to the intrapsychic or linguistic, calls forth
a desire that articulates an otherness, enabling continuous reformations of the self. Resembling
Guattari’s wish to open up a “maximum variety of schizzes,” 167 ongoing transnational struggles for
liberation require different modes of seeing the world through its unexpected intimacies. Desire
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returns to us as “everything whereby the world and affects constitute us outside of ourselves, in
spite of ourselves…everything that overflows from us.”168 In the linguistic and affective strategies I
have outlined in the past chapters on Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s aesthetics, I locate an example of
this activation of sensory and cognitive practice towards multiplicity and otherness, giving rise to a
decolonial aesthetics that prioritizes senses and sensibilities repressed under empire. As Cha’s
writing opens me up to her world through her words and images, I open my senses to the world,
permanently altered by her touch and speech. Through the excess which flows out and between
every ‘us,’ a molecular revolution shimmers.
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